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Proportional implies relative: A typological universal
Elizabeth Coppock, Golsa Nouri-Hosseini, Elizabeth Bogal-Allbritten & Saskia Stiefeling∗
Abstract. We give evidence from a geographically, genetically, and typologically diverse set
of languages (drawn from 26 different language families and every continent) for the following
typological universal: Regardless of the morphosyntactic strategy used by a language to form
superlatives, if superlative morphosyntax can be applied to ‘much’ or ‘many’, then the result
can be used to express a relative reading (as in Hillary has visited the most continents (out
of everyone)) but not necessarily a proportional reading (as in Hillary has visited most of the
continents). Thus, no language deploys the regular superlative of ‘much’/‘many’ for the pro-
portional but not the relative reading. We also give a rough estimate of how rare proportional
readings for quantity superlatives are: about 10%. Nevertheless, we show that proportional
readings arise with a diverse set of strategies for forming superlatives.
Keywords. Superlatives, quantity words, typology
1. Introduction. This paper considers the crosslinguistic semantics of superlative forms of
quantity words, exemplified in English by many, much, few and little. In English, the superlative
forms of much and many permit either a proportional interpretation, as in (1), or a relative inter-
pretation, as in (2).
(1) Most of the students passed. [PROP]
(2) John answered the most questions correctly. [REL]
(1) implies that roughly more than half of the students passed, whereas (2) does not imply that
John answered more than half of the questions correctly; (2) is true as long as John answered
more questions than anyone else, even if that number is less than half the number of questions.
The relative reading is focus sensitive (Szabolcsi, 1986), and in this case, focus falls most natu-
rally on John, so the truth of the sentence depends on the alternatives to John, and in particular,
how many questions they answered correctly.
According to Hackl (2009), the two interpretations of quantity superlatives have semantic
analyses which are parallel to the absolute (3) and relative (4) interpretations of ordinary gradable
adjectives.
(3) The smartest student passed. [ABS]
(4) Of the students, John gave the best answer. [REL]
In (3), the superlative adjective smartest receives an absolute interpretation: the smartest student
refers to the student who is smarter than all other students. In (4), by contrast, the superlative best
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of the Swedish Research Council project 2015-01404 entitled Most and more: Quantity superlatives across lan-
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receives a relative interpretation: the best answer does not refer to the answer that is better than
all others; in fact, it arguably does not even refer to a particular entity (Szabolcsi, 1986; Coppock
& Beaver, 2014). For example, as Szabolcsi (1986) observed, superlatives of relative readings
can occupy positions that are normally restricted to non-definite noun phrases, such as the com-
plement of have, with a relational noun:
(5) John has the *(nicest) sister.
And in Swedish, the contrast between relative and absolute readings is distinguished morpholog-
ically; the following example, without definiteness-marking, has only a relative reading, and no
absolute reading (Teleman et al., 1999):
(6) Hackl’s theory (discussed in more detail in Section 3) predicts that any instance of the
superlative form of many — namely most — will permit a proportional reading in
addition to a relative reading. For Hackl, the proportional reading is a direct consequence
of many occuring in a superlative construction. The superlative form of many should
therefore have a proportional reading in any language where superlatives of adjectives
have absolute readings.
There exist many known counterexamples to this prediction, however. Bulgarian is one
example (Pancheva & Tomaszewicz, 2012; Živanovic´, 2006; Dobrovie-Sorin & Giurgea,
2015). In ??, the superlative prefix is naj- and the word for many is mnogo. The
superlative form of many in ?? only has a relative interpretation: it means that Maria read
more articles than anybody else. This sentence lacks a proportional interpretation: ??
cannot be used in the same contexts as the English sentence Maria read most of the
articles.
(7) (8) (9) These initial data suggest that in comparison with relative readings,
proportional readings of quantity superlatives are typologically
marked. Whenever a language allows proportional readings for a
superlative form of many or much, that language also allows relative
readings for the same expression. The reverse is not true, however:
French and Bulgarian allow relative readings for quantity superlatives
but do not allow proportional interpretations. We frame this idea as the
implicational universal in (10).
(10) Proposed Universal: Proportional⇒ Relative
If a superlative form of ‘many’ or ‘much’ has a proportional
interpretation, then it also has a relative interpretation.
Table 1 summarizes the predictions.
Table 1: Attested and unattested patterns
Proportional: yes Proportional: no
Relative: yes English, Swedish Bulgarian, French
Relative: no IMPOSSIBLE POSSIBLE (?)
Thus, we predict that there are languages which allow both relative
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and proportional interpretations for the superlative form of
many/much, as indeed we know there are; languages of this type
include English and Swedish. We also predict there to be languages in
which quantity superlatives allow relative, but not proportional,
readings; languages of this type include Bulgarian and French. We
might also find languages in which the superlative form of many/much
allows neither relative nor proportional readings. (We might also
imagine such languages not to exist; a stronger hypothesis would be
that any superlative of many has at least a relative interpretation, but
that is going beyond the hypothesis that is to be tested here.) Crucially,
however, we predict that there are no languages which allow
proportional readings for the superlative of many/much but do not
allow relative readings for the same expression.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 summarizes the elicitation
materials and data collection methodology used in the study. Section 3
presents the key empirical findings and discusses their significance.
Section 4 presents data from several languages of special interest.
Section 5 concludes and considers directions for future work.
2. Method. We propose to call the method that we used BROAD
SAMPLE SEMANTIC FIELDWORK. It involves a broad sample of
languages and semantic fieldwork on a targeted issue (quantity
superlatives in this case). We have touched on 26 language families
and about 100 languages across all continents. Table 2 lists one
language from each subfamily that we investigated, by continent.
We used an online translation survey as a way to initiate data
collection. The translation questionnaire is a short story that contains
the constructions of interest, including both count and mass nouns,
most and fewest, and regular superlatives. The full story is given in
Appendix A; key example sentences for the purposes of testing the
universal in question are shown below. For quality superlatives, these
sentences target absolute (11) and relative (12) interpretations. For
quantity superlatives, they target proportional (13) and relative (14)
ones.
(11) Mom bakes the most delicious cookies in the world. [Quality
- absolute]
(12) I’m not the one in the family with the thinnest waist. [Quality -
relative]
(13) Most of the kids in my school like to play music. [Quantity -
proportional]
(14) a. I am the member of our family who eats the most cookies.
























Africa Afro-Asiatic Cushitic Somali
Semitic Arabic
West Chadic Hausa
Atlantic-Congo North-Central Atlantic Wolof
Volta-Congo Yoruba
Eastern Sudanic Nubian Kenuzi-Dongola
Mande Western Mande Vai
Nilotic Western Nilotic Lango
Papunesia Austronesian Nuclear Austronesian Javanese
Gunwinyguan Marne Kunbarlang
North America Athapaskan-Eyak-Tlingit Athapaskan-Eyak Navajo
Iroquoian Cherokee
Mayan Core Mayan Yucatec Maya
Otomanguean Eastern Otomanguean San Juan Guelav
Salishan Interior Salish Interior Salish
South America Aymara Nuclear Aymara
Quechuan Quechua II Cochabamba Quechua
Table 2: Language sample
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Variants of these sentences will appear in the translations of elicited
sentences.
We then used the answers we received as a basis for follow-up
questions. To construct follow-up questions, we modified example
(14-a) and presented it in an unambiguously proportional context, to
check whether the strategy used for relative readings could be used to
express a proportional interpretation. For example, German speakers
sometimes used am meisten for the relative reading:
(15) (16) Suppose you are home alone one weekend and you bake a
batch of 10 cookies. When they come out of the oven, you
are extremely hungry, so you eat 7 of them. Only three
are left. Later you’re telling me what happened, and you
say:
Ich habe am meisten Plätzchen gegessen.
a) Is this sentence something a native speaker of German
would say?
b) Is it appropriate to use in this context?
The answer to (b) is clearly no in this case (even though the
sentence itself is grammatical), which shows that am meisten
does not have a proportional reading.
The number of speakers who participated in the online
translation survey varied from language to language; we aimed
for five, but the actual number varied between one and 15. A
subset of these speakers responded to follow-up questions.
We coded each language according to certain characteristics.
We first coded languages for basic information about how
comparatives and superlatives are formed. For comparatives, we
followed Bobaljik (2012) in using two parameters, one for the
general strategy for forming comparatives (CMPR-TYP), and
one for the marking associated with the gradable predicate
(CMPR). The general strategies for CMPR-TYP included:
STND:Standard comparative (e.g. English She is taller than
Bill, where than introduces the standard of comparison).
EX:Exceed comparative (e.g. Yoruba O tobi ju u, lit. ‘He big
exceed him’; Stassen 1985)
CNJ:Conjoined comparative (e.g. Washo ‘The man is tall, the
woman is not tall’; see Bochnak 2015)
The parameter for the marking associated with the gradable
predicate (CMPR) had the following possible values:
M:Morphological expression of comparative (e.g. English -er)
PERIPH:Comparative is expressed analytically with a free
element (e.g. Turkish Mehmet Ali’den daha zengin
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‘Mehmet is richer than Ali’, lit. ‘Mehment Ali-from more
rich’1).
ZERO:Comparative is not marked (e.g. Lezgian Awar cˇ’al lezgi
cˇ’al.a-laj cˇetin ja ‘Awar is more difficult than Lezgian’, lit.
‘Awar language Lezgian language-from.on difficult is’;
Haspelmath 1993).
For superlatives (SPRL), we used a categorization scheme
combining the work of Bobaljik (2012) and a Gorshenin (2012).
The categories we used are as follows (category labels taken
approximately from Bobaljik 2012, with the exception of
‘ANY’):
M:Morphological superlative marker (e.g. English tall-est).
Following Bobaljik (2012), we classify languages in this
way if a morphological strategy is available for at least
some adjectives.
PERIPH:Periphrastic superlative marker, in some cases
optional (e.g. Turkish en leziz ‘most delicious’).
CMPR+DEF:Superlative indicated via definiteness alone (e.g.
French la plus belle ‘the more beautiful’).
CMPR:No formal distinction between comparative and
superlative. Irish has been argued to be a language of this
kind (Bobaljik, 2012).
CMPR+ALL:Superlative indicated with ‘of/than all’ (e.g.
Russian vyš-e vse-x ‘tall-er all-of’).
CMPR+ANY:Superlative indicated with ‘of/than some/any’
(e.g. Khmer klang ciang kee ‘strong exceed someone’,
where ciang ’exceed’ is the regular strategy for forming
comparatives and kee ’someone’ is the indefinite standard).
This can be seen as a variant of the ‘ALL’ strategy with an
indefinite rather than universal standard, and can be glossed
as ‘more than anyone’.2
VERY:Superlatives are translated using an intensifier (e.g.
Maori teitei rawa atu ‘tall indeed away’).
ABS:There is only an ‘absolute’ (i.e. ‘elative’) superlative. (We
have no examples of this; see Bobaljik 2012.)
OTHER:Either no superlative is reported, or some other
strategy is used (e.g. in Vietnamese where the superlative is
reportedly indicated aspectually).
NONE:No superlative is reported (despite availability of full
grammar).
Each language was assigned one of these codes, although many
1http://www.turkishlanguage.co.uk/adjcomparison.htm
2Gorshenin (2012) categorizes this strategy as ‘absolute comparison superlative with an indefinite pronoun with
universal reference’ (‘Type A/Indef languages’).
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languages use multiple strategies. The code is intended to
represent the language’s ‘primary strategy’, to use Gorshenin’s
(2012) term, and always corresponds to the strategy that is used
with quantity superlatives. The specific codes assigned to each
language were primarily taken from secondary literature on the
languages, including Bobaljik (2012), Gorshenin (2012), as well
as grammars, and were in some cases overridden by our own
fieldwork.
For quantity superlatives, we then determined on the basis of
the translation questionnaire and follow-up questions whether
that basic strategy for forming superlatives, combined with
many or much, allowed (i) a proportional interpretation and (ii)
a relative intepretation. That means that there are four possible
language types: YES-YES, YES-NO, NO-YES, and NO-NO.
The prediction is that we should not find any YES-NO
languages, with a proportional interpretation but not a relative
one for quantity superlatives.
3. Results. Figure 1 is a representative sample of the
languages that we investigated. Not all of the 26 language
families and approximately 100 languages investigated are
shown in this graph. The graph is limited to one language per
subfamily, as categorized by Glottolog (Hammarström et al.,
2017).
The colors in the graph represent different strategies for forming
superlatives, and the shapes represent the available
interpretations for quantity superlatives. A square represents the
case in which quantity superlatives have both relative and
proportional readings (YES-YES). A circle indicates that
quantity superlatives do not have proportional readings but do
have relative readings (NO-YES). A diamond indicates that
quantity superlatives have neither reading (NO-NO).3 Crucially,
the map only contains these three shapes: we did not need icons
for the case where the quantity superlative is used for
proportional but not relative readings (YES-NO) because no
such cases were attested.
Hence, the universal given in (10) ‘Proportional implies
relative’ was supported. Proportional readings appear indeed to
be typologically marked. Any language that uses the superlative
of ‘many’ for a proportional reading also uses it for a relative
3Note that there is a fine line between not having a superlative of many and having a superlative of many but not
using it for relative readings, but we have not been systematic about making that distinction, so the diamond category




Furthermore, we are now in a position to begin to estimate
approximately how rare the YES-YES pattern is. We cannot
merely count up the number of YES-YES languages and then
divide by the total number of languages, because we had a
significant over-representation of Germanic languages which all
have the property in question. Such a method would thus
over-estimate the underlying ‘natural’ rate at which this occurs,
as it were. We must take into account the fact that related
languages are correlated data points.
We found the YES-YES pattern in 5 of the 26 language
families. That is one coarse estimate of the rate. To get a more
accurate estimate, we can look within each language family and
calculate the rate at which YES-YES languages are found
within that family. We then take the average rate per language
family as our overall estimate. To calculate the rate for a
particular family, we can look at each subfamily of the language
and see whether that subfamily typically has the pattern.
Indo-European has two subfamilies that typically have it, out of
seven families investigated, so the rate for Indo-European would
be 2/7. This method yields the following calculation:
2/7 + 1/3 + 1/2 + 1/1 + 1/2
26
≈ 0.10
Thus, using this method, we arrive at the conclusion that
proportional readings arise at a rate of approximately 10%.
Note that there is a very great amount of uncertainty
surrounding this estimate because there are approximately 4000
language families, and we only looked at 26 of them.
Furthermore, we have not investigated most of those 26 in much
depth. But these findings nevertheless do indicate that the
pattern is relatively rare.
4. A closer look at the data. Let us now take a closer look
at some of the data that we found. The cases where quantity
superlatives are used for both proportional and relative readings
exhibit a variety of strategies for forming superlatives. Table 3
lists languages that use the superlative of many for both relative
and proportional readings.
Table 3 does not contain many languages, but the languages it
does contain exhibit a remarkable diversity. One might have
expected all of the YES-YES languages to use a morphological
strategy, as proportional readings might be thought to arise
through a grammaticalization process that produces a
quantificational determiner. But as we will illustrate below, we
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Table 3: YES-YES languages
M DEF CMPR+ALL CMPR
Swedish Greek Georgian Hausa
Hungarian Romanian Wolof
Basque
find proportional readings for superlatives of ‘many’ formed by
several other strategies as well.
Nor are all of the YES-YES languages Indo-European. Basque,
for example, uses a superlative strategy for all of the four types
of potential readings of superlatives in question.
(17) (18) One interesting point to notice about Basque is that
for a proportional reading, as we see in ??, the
superlative form of much is marked by the plural
suffix ‘-ek’, but this marker is missing in ??, which
has a relative reading. So plural-marking correlates
with interpretation.
Hausa is another particularly notable case. ??
shows an ordinary quality superlative on an
absolute reading.
(19) But the universal standard is obligatorily
absent in ??, expressing a proportional
meaning, even though a form of the ‘exceed’
verb fi is present:
(20) For relative readings, our Hausa
consultants often used an ‘exceed’
verb taking the focussed constituent
as a subject.
(21) In ??, the focus of the sentence
is Fatima, and the subject of the
exceed verb is also Fatima. But
other strategies may also be
available: we also obtained the
following translation for
‘Fatima knows the most
verses’, in which the subject of
the exceed verb is not the focus
(Fatima):
(22) Georgian goes against
the prediction that we





Hausa. As reported in
Table 3, Georgian uses
an all strategy for both
relative and proportional
readings. The following
examples show the all
strategy with quality
superlatives.
(23) This strategy can
also be used for
relative readings
with many as in
??. Surprisingly,


























4This paper very much echoes the message of Alice Harris’s presidential address at the 2017 LSA Annual Meet-















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































../maps/Leaflet/Combo/maps/images2/c909.pngM: Morphological superlative m rker
../maps/Leaflet/Combo/maps/images2/c00d.pngPERIPH: P riphrastic superlative marker
../maps/Leaflet/Combo/maps/images2/c99f.pngCMPR+DEF: Comparative plus definiteness marker
../maps/Leaflet/Combo/maps/images2/c090.pngCMPR: No formal distinction between comparative and superlative
../maps/Leaflet/Combo/maps/images2/cff0.pngCMPR+A L: Comparative plus ‘of/than ll’
../maps/Leaflet/Combo/maps/images2/cf60.pngCMPR+ANY: Comparative plus ‘of/than some/any’
../maps/Leaflet/Combo/maps/images2/cd00.pngVERY or ABS: Intensifier
../maps/Leaflet/Combo/maps/images2/cccc.pngOTHER/NONE
Legend (shapes)
../maps/Leaflet/Combo/maps/images2/c000.pngNO-YES: Qu ntity superlatives do not have proportional readings but do have relative ones
../maps/Leaflet/Combo/maps/images2/s000.pngYES-YES: Quantity superlatives have both r lative and proportional readings
../maps/Leaflet/Combo/maps/images2/d000.pngNO-NO: Quantity superlatives h ve neither
Figure 1: Representative sample of languages investigated with one language per subfamily
(26 language families). Colors indicate superlative strategy; shapes indicate available quantity
superlative interpretations.
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